
Some backgrounds (motivation) to pick-
up the papers

-- A little exploration to get a hint for new idea to BESIII data 
analysis (not only these paper)

-- (my point of view)  Graviton/Gravitino search has advantage of   

-- One of hot topic now since the GW is detected recently 

-- Graviton/Gravitino can couple with photons that makes the search 
“relatively” clean as mentioned in the paper and that is common 
advantage for colliders. 

-- Since no new particle is found recently,   DM papers assuming the 
candidate of Gravitino/Graviton is increasing (I feel but no sure !)



Search for new phenomena in high-mass 
diphoton final states using 37 fb-1 of proton-
proton collisions collected at sqrt(s) = 13 TeV
with the ATLAS detector

ATLAS Collaboration,  Physics Letters B 775 (2017) 105-125



Model 

・ Randall and Sundrum (RS) model  -- exchange of spin-2 particle

・ Heavy Higgs of spin-0 -- extended Higgs sector 

・ ATLAS ( CMS ) reported a bump structure around 750 GeV from 
this diphoton search in 2016.  
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・ ATLAS ( CMS ) reported a bump structure around 750 GeV 

・How we can distinguish the spin ? 

. . . seems to be distinguishable
if we can detect with enough statistics 

From “Spin-identification of Randall-Sundrum
Graviton resonances ... “   A. A. Pankov, 
A.V.Tsytrinov, and I. A. Serenkova



Event Selection

Data Set : total 36.7 fb-1 of pp collision,  sqrt(s)=13 TeV , 2015/2016

Event Reconstruction (mainly described for photons): 

-- Two photons of highest energies which record more than 40 GeV / 30 GeV 

is retained. 

-- “Tight” photon

-- Isolation from tracks

Event Selection :

-- For search of spin-0 signals,   the transverse energy ET > 0.4mgg for the leading photon, 
and ET>0.3mgg for the second photon, where mgg denotes diphoton invariant mass

-- For search of spin-2 resonant and non-resonant signals,   ET > 55 GeV (for each photon)



Diphoton invariant mass distribution

-- Estimation of background components is compared with several methods. --

paper claimed that estimation of background component from 3 different methods is 
consistent each other. 



From “Search for Randall-Sundrum Gravitons at the LHC” , Evan Wulf

Reference : Background channel to the di-photon events



Diphoton invariant mass distribution



Significance and C.L. upper limit 



Short summary of this paper

-- The data are consistent with the SM background expectation 
and no excess is observed around 750 GeV . 

-- In the combined dataset (2015+2016),  the largest local 
deviation for spin-0 (spin-2) resonance search is 2.6s (3.0s) ,
and global significance of this excess is null (0.8s) for each. 

-- RS1 model with k/MPL = 0.1 is excluded below mG=4.1 TeV. 



Search for supersymmetry in a final state 
containing two photons and missing 
transverse momentum in sqrt(s)=13 TeV pp 
collisions at the LHC using the ATLAS detector

ATLAS Collaboration,  Euro Phys. J. C (2016) 517



Model 

・Model of Gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking (GGM) 

・Lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP)  is the gravitino
with a mass of significantly less than 1 GeV. 

G

・Final states consists of 
di-photon +  missing transverse
momentum (its magnitude is ET

miss) 





Event Selection

Data Set : 3.2 fb-1 of pp collision,  sqrt(s)=13 TeV , 2015

Event Reconstruction : electron/muon/jet/photon...

Event Selection :  two tight photons with pT>75 GeV

HT : scalar sum of the PT of photons and 
leptons/jets 

meff :  HT + ET
miss  ==  Total E involved in 

the GGM process



Reference : “loose” photon and “tight” photon 

“measurement of the photon identification efficiencies with the ATLAS 
detector using LHC Run01 data” (2016) arXiv: 1606.01813 



ET
miss & meff distribution of the di-photon sample



Results and C.L. upper limit 

・ After the selection, number of 
events in the signal region is  0
where as that of expected SM 
background event is  0.27 .  

・By considering uncertainties, 
95% C.L. on the non-SM
is  3 events.  

・95% C.L. on the 
cross section 0.93 fb. 

with many (widely accepted) 
assumption on SUSY model , , , 



Short summary of this paper

-- No events in the signal region is observed where the SM 
background is extimated to be 0.27 events. 

-- 95% C.L. upper limit of 3.0 events (0.93 fb) on the number of 
events (cross section) due to the BSM is obtained. 

-- In the context of GGM model (with a bino-like NLSP)  it leads 
to a lower limit of 1650 GeV in the gluino mass.



Reference -- ATLAS-CONF-2017-080   

-- Update analysis by using total 36.1 fb-1 pp collision at 
sqrt(s)=13 TeV



For BESIII --- Example   

Chic2->etac(1S) + G(->gg) ? 

e+e->(J/psi) ->G + G + g
~ ~



but I feel, the conclusion of this article is not so much attractive. . . 


